Optimal modulation frequency for amplitude-modulation following response in young children during sleep.
In young children, there appears to be no advantage to recording steady-state response (SSR) at a stimulus rate of 40 Hz. To determine the optimal modulation frequency in auditory SSR evoked by sinusoidally amplitude-modulated (SAM) tones (amplitude-modulation following response: AMFR) in children during sleep and compare response patterns of AMFR at different modulation frequencies while awake with those during sleep, AMFR was examined in 10 adults with normal hearing while awake and during sleep and in 10 young children with normal hearing during sleep. The stimulus was a 1000 Hz, 50 dBnHL SAM tone with a modulation depth of 95%. Modulation frequency was varied from 20 to 200 Hz in 20 Hz steps. Response was determined by phase spectral analysis and the S/N ratio calculated by spectral amplitude at the modulation frequency and noise level around the modulation frequency using fast Fourier transform. Although AMFR was clearly evoked only by a modulation frequency of 40 Hz in adults while awake, AMFRs at modulation frequencies of 80 and 100 Hz were detected during sleep, in addition to 40 Hz AMFR. In children, 40 Hz AMFR was difficult to detect, but response could be clearly detected at higher modulation rates, especially at modulation frequencies of 80 and 100 Hz, compared with response in adults during sleep. Modulation frequencies from 80 to 100 Hz would thus appear optimal for detecting AMFR during sleep in children.